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Abstract— Specifically conceived for applications related to
face analytics and tracking, scene segmentation, hand/finger
tracking, gaming, augmented reality, and RGB-D cameras are
nowadays used even as 3-D scanners. Despite depth cameras’
accuracy and precision are not comparable with professional
3-D scanners, they still constitute a promising device for reverse
engineering (RE) applications in the close range, due to their low
cost. This is particularly true for more recent devices, such as,
for instance, the RealSense SR300, which promises to be among
the best performing close range depth cameras in the market.
Given the potentiality of this new device, and since to date a
deep investigation on its performances has not been assessed in
scientific literature, the main aim of this paper is to characterize
and to provide metrological considerations on the Intel RealSense
SR300 depth sensor when this is used as a 3-D scanner. To this
end, the device sensor performances are first assessed by applying
the existing normative guidelines (i.e. the one published by the
Association of German Engineers - Verein Deutscher Ingenieure -
VDI/VDE 2634) both to a set of raw captured depth data and to a
set acquired with optimized setting of the camera. Then, further
assessment of the device performances is carried out by applying
some strategies proposed in the literature using optimized sensor
setting, to reproduce “real life” conditions for the use as a 3-
D scanner. Finally, the performance of the device is critically
compared against the performance of latest short-range sensors,
thus providing a useful guide, for researchers and practitioners,
in an informed choice of the optimal device for their own RE
application.
Index Terms— SR300, depth camera, device characterization,
VDI/VDE normative, structured light, temporal multiplexing.
I. INTRODUCTION
PORTABLE 3D optical measurement is a growing segmentin the metrology landscape, with new technologies and
approaches being introduced continuously. 3D data acquisition
and processing have been restricted for many years to the
academic sector and industrial applications, but the recent
introduction of consumer-accessible depth cameras (named
also range cameras and RGB-D cameras) has opened wide new
interesting possibilities of 3D computer vision applications.
Due to the high framerates, depth cameras represent
an attractive option for a number of industrial applica-
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tions. Simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) [1],
dense 3D mapping [2], hand gesture, pose recognition and
Reverse Engineering (RE) are only few examples of possible
applications. Even if the performance of RGB-D cameras is
known to be lower than the one of professional 3D scanners,
the low cost of these devices makes them still attractive for
RE field, as demonstrated by a number of works proposed in
literature [3], [4]. Consequently, the performance assessment
of RGB-D cameras when used as a 3D scanner is nowadays
a hot topic in the sensors field.
It is worth noting that the main available consumer depth
camera models, occupy different scan ranges with some
overlap also in terms of possible applications. A possible
classification of depth cameras on the basis of their working
range divides such devices into three categories: mid-to-long
range (>1.5 m), close range (0.1 m to 1.5 m) and nano/micro
range (<10 mm).
The Microsoft Kinect™ [5] is the first consumer depth
camera product, based on the Primesensor™ design by Prime-
sense (Israel) [6]. The same design also appeared in other
consumer products, such as the Asus Xtion [7] (ASUSTeK
Computer Inc., Taipei, Taiwan) and the Occipital Structure
Sensor [8]. The same technology has been then embedded
in the Astra Pro 3D (by ORBBEC™ [9]). Intel (Intel Cor-
poration, Santa Clara, California) has instead released the
“Realsense” family, a competitive triangulation-based range
sensing technology [10], implemented in standalone units
by Creative (Creative Technology, Singapore), and in some
Lenovo (Lenovo Group Limited, China) laptops.
Among the new Intel® RealSense™ sensors family,
the SR300 depth sensor can be considered one of the most
promising devices. This sensor has the potential to partially
overcomes the limitation of other commercially available tem-
poral based depth camera systems, e.g. by leveraging the com-
pactness and efficiency offered by micro-electro-mechanical
mirror based laser projector and by faster sensors.
Given the potentiality of this new device, and since to date
a deep investigation on its performances has not been assessed
in scientific literature, the main aim of the present work is to
characterize and to provide metrological considerations on the
Intel® RealSense™ SR300 depth sensor when this is used as
a 3D scanner.
To this end, the device sensor performances in terms of
accuracy of indication of size and form, are firstly assessed
by applying the VDI/VDE normative (i.e. the international
standard for characterization of measuring devices) to a
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set of raw captured depth data. Limiting the analysis to
the raw data extracted only by the depth sensor allows
to discard possible signal processing of the many filters
available on the released cross-platform camera capture for
Intel® RealSense™. In other words, the analyzed sensor data
are processed using the normative without optimizing it so as
to detect the worst possible conditions a user might incur in
using the SR300 device.
Further assessment of the device performances is carried
out by using “real life” setting (i.e. selecting an optimized
profile for the use as a 3D scanner) and by applying best
practices proposed in literature. Even if in this case it is prac-
tically impossible to decouple sensor performance from signal
processing algorithm performance, we think this analysis is
extremely useful for users willing to adopt this camera as a
low-cost 3D scanner.
Additionally, the performance of the device is critically
compared against the performance of latest short-range
devices, thus providing a useful guide, for researchers and
practitioners, in an informed choice of the optimal device for
their own RE application.
The main issue related to the performance assessment of
the above-mentioned devices, is related to the lack of a com-
prehensive internationally-recognized standard (or a guideline)
helpful in defining a common language between users and
manufacturers.
As such, the inadequacy of standard characterization meth-
ods from trusted sources make it difficult for a user to select a
device among others, based on the specification sheet provided
by the manufacturer. This is particularly true for close range
systems where the gap in the existing documentary and physi-
cal standards is more evident. Examples of this gap are related
to the lack of methods for performance assessment on free-
form surfaces, for accuracy of 3D moving cameras acquiring
static objects, or for the accuracy of 3D static cameras acquir-
ing moving reference [11]. According to the considerations
made above, international standards can be only partially
applied to assess the performance of the Intel® SR300 depth
camera, resulting inadequate to discover all its potential.
Therefore, in the present work standard procedures commonly
used for measuring devices are complemented with practices
proposed in scientific literature.
The paper is organized has follows. Section 2 presents a
review of both standardized and non, close-range camera char-
acterization parameters, together with the Intel SR300 depth
camera specifications and working principle. Section 3 will
report the results of SR300 performance test with raw data,
the systematic error evaluation using the optimized options
for the camera when the intended use is as a 3D scanner and
multiple views 3D scanning evaluation compared with similar
close range depth camera systems. Results are finally discussed
and conclusions drafted in Section 4.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
The measurement range in close range applications may
vary from few centimeters to one meter. The trustworthiness
of depth camera systems is crucial to determine whether
the acquired data fits the specific application requirements.
The purpose specifications are also important in defining test
methods that highlights impartial weaknesses and strengths of
the systems. To fairly quantify the overall accuracy of the
3D optical imaging system, appropriate physical standards,
together with related tests procedures, are needed. The goal
of a standard is to provide a way to evaluate product perfor-
mance for a specific need. Close range, structured light based
scanners, need to be verified over their close-range volume
and often, over multiple registered 3D images representing a
360 degrees’ object surface.
In this section, test objects and procedures recommended by
the existing guidelines to metrologically characterize 3D imag-
ing system are discussed. It is worth noting again that since
not all the desirable performance assessments are addressable
by following the guidelines, we discuss also the alternative/
integrating approaches devised in the metrologic community.
In the last subsection are reported the description and the main
characteristics of the SR300 depth sensor.
A. VDI/VDE Normative
The only available short-range 3D imaging standard today
is the German standard VDI/VDE 2634 [12]. The specific
guidelines for the acceptance and reverification of optical
based 3D scanning systems cover the following issues:
Part 1: “Imaging systems with point-by-point probing”;
Part 2: “Optical systems based on area scanning”;
Part 3: “Multiple view systems based on area scanning”;
Since the VDI/VDE 2634 is derived from coordinate mea-
suring machines (CMM), it naturally considers measurements
at close range.
A comprehensive report on standards developments of 3D
imaging systems is reported in [11]. VDI/VDE guideline
defines a method of measuring a reference object (sphere,
plane), which is typically used to define some basic fea-
ture of the analyzed optical system. To assure traceability
of 3D measurements of a specific device, acceptance test and
re-verification are univocally defined.
Acceptance test involves the measurement of a calibrated
artefact; the test is accepted if the error lies inside the limits
specified by the manufacturer, while the re-verification test is
a repetition of the acceptance test over time.
The VDI/VDE 2634 also recommends the artefacts, the pro-
cedure and the method to calculate the results, and the interpre-
tation of the results. VDI/VDE defines three types of standard
object: a sphere, a ball bar and a plane; some examples of
calibration standards are shown in Fig. 1 and the recommended
arbitrary positions are illustrated in Fig. 2.
The guidelines propose to use diffuse reflecting test objects
materials, certified with a known level of accuracy and uncer-
tainty (4-5 times better than the device under test).
The considered operations are performed on a single point
cloud (as described in Part 2) or on a multi-view registered
point cloud (as described in Part 3); the normative also allows
the measured values be filtered and pre-processed only if
they are part of the boundary conditions for the characteristic
test, or it is a routine event in the operation of the system.
Being L0, the main diagonal length of the scanning volume,
the sphere diameter must be between 0.1 and 0.2 times L0.
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Fig. 1. Examples of 3D calibration standards for probing error and flatness
error calculation according to VDI/VDE 2634.
Fig. 2. Recommended arbitrary positions within the systems field of view
covering the working volume.
The characteristic estimated with such a sphere is the Probing
Error P that describes the characteristic error of the system
within a small portion of the measuring volume attempting to
evaluate the intrinsic properties of the 3D imaging sensor. The
form probing error is the range of radial distance between the
real measured points and a best-fit sphere evaluated according
to the least-squares method. The size probing error is the
difference between the estimated (as the best fit sphere) and
the “true” diameter of the sphere. The guidelines recommend
to survey at least ten uniformly-distributed positions of the
artefact within the operative volume.
The ball-bar is a bar connecting two spheres. The distance
among the ball centres is Lp and must be larger or equal to
0.3 · L0. The characteristic estimated with this artefact is the
Sphere Spacing Error SD that proves the capability of the sys-
tem in measuring lengths. SD is the difference between the
acquired distance and the “true” distance between the centres
of the two spheres (estimated from the point cloud of data
using a best-fit sphere-fitting); the guidelines recommend to
survey at least seven positions within the operative volume.
The plane is a rectangular parallelepiped wide at least
50 mm and long not less than 0.5· L0. The characteristic
estimated with this artefact is the Flatness Measurement Error
F that is the range of the signed distances of the measured
points from the best-fit plane; the guidelines recommend to
measure at least six different orientations of the artefact.
The normative indicates that only 0.3% of the worst data
can be rejected for such test. However, no indication about the
number of points needed for the test is reported. Therefore,
the results cannot be compared fairly between different types
of scanners or other types of measurement instruments.
The more recent part of the VDI/VDE 2634 (Part 3) is
dedicated to the most common scenario found in many appli-
cations: the multiple 3D views. The 3D views are commonly
aligned each other in the same coordinate system through
an ICP algorithm [13]. The probing error is affected by two
influence factors: the errors of a single 3D image (as found
per Part 2 tests) and the errors due to the transformation of
the different 3D images in a unique coordinate system. As for
the Part 2, both form and size describe the quality parameter.
The sphere artefact is suggested to be surveyed in at least
three arbitrary positions within the operative volume, and for
each of them, the artefact must be measured from at least five
sensor positions to fully capture the surface.
The sphere-spacing error is used to test the capability of
the complex system of performing length measurements. The
error is computed using ball bars, ball beams, gauge blocks,
step gauges or ball plates. The actual procedure requires a
reference artefact that is fully characterised, i.e., the calibration
certificate must contain both the spacing and the form of all
probing elements and the roughness of the surfaces should be
negligibly small. The reference artefact is measured in seven
different positions.
B. Other Approaches Provided in Literature
The scientific community has been working worldwide
on possible characterization protocols to assess the devices
performances and comparing each other in many operat-
ing fields: new parameters has been investigated, new stan-
dard artefacts proposed as well as new procedures devised.
Gonzalez-Jorge et al. [14] proposed a metrological comparison
between Kinect v1 and Kinect v2 by using a certified standard
artefact developed at University of Vigo based on 5 spheres
and 7 cubes. The accuracy and precision tests are done for dif-
ferent ranges and changing the inclination angle between each
sensor and the artefact. Wasenmüller et al. [15] investigated the
accuracy and precision of the Kinect v1 and v2 for their usage
in the context of 3D reconstruction, SLAM or visual odometry.
They based the accuracy and precision of the devices on
a ground truth (a planar wall) detected through the pose
estimation of a checkerboard on the wall. They tested the
devices performances in terms of varying temperature, camera
distance and object color.
Zennaro et al. [16], compared the depth data that can be
obtained using two depth camera sensors, pointing out the
devices performance in terms of accuracy and robustness to
artificial illumination and sunlight. The same result of range
depending accuracy is found by Khoshelham and Elberink [17]
where, to investigate the systematic errors in Kinect data,
a comparison is accomplished with a point cloud (the ground
truth) obtained by a high-end laser scanner. The first gener-
ation of Microsoft device is also investigated by Dutta [18]
to determine whether the hardware sensing components were
sensitive enough to be used as a portable 3D motion capture
system for workplace ergonomic assessments. Dutta compares
the acquisition of four cubes obtained with both Kinect v1 and
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Fig. 3. Components location inside the camera.
a Vicon motion capture system (considered as the ground
truth). Menna et al. in [24] evaluate the Kinect accuracy in
modelling indoor environments by measuring a special rigid
test-field with a calibrated reference scale bar.
The suitability and accuracy of RGB-D cameras for close
range 3D modelling was investigated by Lachat et al. [19];
their study highlights errors arising from the environment
and the properties of the captured scene and reflectivity of
the items. A model automatically obtained using an appo-
sitely devised tool is compared to a ground truth model.
Breuer et al. [20] also provided an analysis of measurement
noise, accuracy and other error sources with the Kinect v2,
pointing out a significant distance dependent error and that the
device is capable of better resolving fine structures in certain
scenarios although the image resolution of the depth camera
has been decreased. Guidi et al. [21] proposed a simple yet
effective method for estimate the systematic error that once
modelled can be eliminated through a proper calibration. The
3D digitizer is considered as a “black box” system whose
behavior influence the 3D cloud differently at different spatial
frequencies. Given that the system uncertainty is given by
random and systematic errors, they model the global random
contribution of each range image of a reference plane as
Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) that is associated
to high spatial frequency. By means of a smoothing filter
they filter out the random errors thus estimating the systematic
error.
C. Intel® SR300 Depth Camera
The SR300 is the second generation of front-facing
Intel® RealSense™ cameras. It is a subassembly camera
product that implements a short range (SR), coded light,
3D imaging system (Fig. 3).
Along with an infrared laser projector, the subassembly
includes a Fast VGA infrared camera and a 2-M pixel RGB
color camera with an integrated image signal processor. Fast
VGA depth mode reduces exposure time and allows dynamic
motion up to 2 m/s.
This new feature leads to a less-noisy result when the scene
is not static, as can be qualitatively seen in Figure 4 where
a moving hand, captured respectively with a F200 [22] and
SR300 camera, is shown.
Fig. 4. A single depth frame of a moving hand captures with F200 depth
camera (left) and SR300 depth camera (right).
TABLE I
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS OF INTEL REALSENSE SR300
Fig. 5. Qualitative evaluation of the error introduced in measuring a flat
surface. Over 70 cm the acquisition degrades considerably, thus restricting
the use of the sensor as a 3D scanner to such distance
The SR300 also provides synchronized color, depth, and IR
video streaming to the client system.
The effective range of depth is optimized from
0.2 m to 1.5 m for use indoors. The dimensions of the device
are approximately 110 mm × 12.6 mm × 3.8–4.1 mm;
its weight is 9.4 g, which makes it very compact and
well-suited for a wide range of 3D imaging applications.
The manufacturer overall technical specifications of
Intel® RealSense SR300 are summarized in Table I. Although
the overall camera range is 20-150 cm, the range for using the
sensor as a pure 3D scan is suggested to stay within 70 cm.
Beyond such a distance, the accuracy of the camera dras-
tically decreases, as shown in Fig. 5 in which a plane wall
portion is captured at incremental distance from the camera,
starting from 20 cm up to 150 cm with a step of 10 cm
approximately.
The horizontal resolution (usually named “point density”)
of a 3D optical scanner is defined as the spatial sampling
frequency of the area framed in the orthogonal position with
respect to the sensor.
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TABLE II
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS OF INTEL® REALSENSE SR300
This area will increase with increasing distance of the
sensor from the surface, producing a decrement of the point
density. Intel® SR300, having a depth camera resolution
of 640×480 pixel and a depth field of view of diagonal
88° × width 71.5° × height 55°, makes no exception as
demonstrated in Table II where point density measured at
increasing distances of the sensor from the scene is listed.
The table has been populated computing the scale factor
as follows in which the scale factor of the depth image at
different distance is given by the following relation:
scale f actor = sen (β) ∗ (d)
sen (δ) ∗ # pi xels (1)
where d is the camera-subject distance, β is half of the opening
angle and δ the angle of incidence of the camera.
The overall performance of a depth camera system is
highly influenced by the used pattern projector illuminator. The
Intel® RealSense cameras partially overcomes the limitation
of temporal multiplexing [23], [25] illuminators (i.e. unreliable
in case of fast moving scenes), by leveraging the innovative
MEMS mirror technology [25] to speed up the pattern frames
projection time. This is possible thanks to the use of a
miniaturized projector made of three tiny components: an IR
laser, a line lens and a resonant micro mirror. The line lens
takes the point of light from the IR laser and turns it into a flat
horizontal line. This is subsequently bounced off the resonant
micro mirror, which is twisted by an electrical signal. This
micro mirror is moved by a torsional drive system, where an
electrostatic signal twists the mirror, which is manufactured in
a single piece. The combination of lens and rapidly moving
mirrors creates a pattern of light that is projected, and the
reflection is detected by the IR camera on the other side of
the module, which is used to acquire the scene.
The new RealSense camera provide a rich SDK library that
allows to configure the camera with a number of internal
settings, such as Accuracy, Filter Option, Laser Power and
so on: some of them are post-processing settings, others are
acquisition settings; furthermore, a set of default configura-
tions are possible. Such versatility allows users to arrange the
best possible setup for the task under study.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Data acquisition for the sensor characterization was carried
out using a dedicated software, developed by means of the
open source library “Librealsense” [26], which is a cross-
platform library that allow access to the Intel® Realsense
device. We acquired the point cloud after the first 30 frames
to allow an initial camera stabilization.
In the following subsections, a description on how the
Intel® SR300 overall accuracy has been assessed by following
both applicable rules stated in the VDI/VDE standard and
literature methods to assess other camera features relevant for
close range applications.
As mentioned in the introductory section, the experimen-
tal results obtained by applying the VDI/VDE normative
are firstly performed by decoupling the contribution com-
ing from the sensor raw data from the contribution of the
processing of the many filters available on the released
cross-platform camera capture for Intel® RealSense™. Con-
sequently, the analysed sensor data are processed without
optimizing it thus allowing to understand which are the worst
performances of the device when used as a 3D scanner.
After this preliminary analysis, the VDI/VDE standard has
been applied with reference to optimized camera setting, but
still taking into account only the data coming from depth
sensor (information from RGB sensor are not considered in
this work). Then, systematic errors affecting the device (with
optimized setting) during 3D acquisition are analysed with the
help of a Coordinate Measuring Machine. Finally, a multiple-
view acquisition of two objects is carried out to qualitatively
assess the overall performance of (optimized) device.
A. VDI/VDE-Based Performance Test Using Raw Data
Inspired by the VDI/VDE 2634 Part 2 recommendations,
the device performance test has been carried out first by
identifying the auxiliary parameter L0 defined as the body
diagonal of the measuring volume. As mentioned above, this
parameter is needed for sizing the spheres, the bar and the
plane for the performance evaluation test.
The normative suggests a sphere diameter between
0.1 and 0.2 times L0; this translates in the present case, in a
diameter between 9.5 and 19 cm. The distance between the
spheres in the ball-bar should be larger than 0.3∗ L0, i.e.
in the present case larger than 28.6 cm. The plane should
wide at least 0.5 cm and long at least 0.5∗ L0 thus resulting
ranging from 0.5 cm and 47.6 cm. Accordingly, selected target
to be acquired are: 1) a single sphere with diameter of 14 cm;
2) a ball-bar composed of two spheres with diameter equal to
14 cm fixed at 39.2 cm from one another and 3) a plane iron
bar of dimension 5 cm × 50 cm (see Fig.6).
The balls material is polystyrene which proves to have
optimal diffusive infrared reflection proprieties, even though
not certified as suggested by the normative.
To deal with the lack of a certification for the target
artefacts, these have been acquired by using a high precision
laser scanner, the Romer Absolute Arm 7520 SI/SE (Hexagon
Metrology S.p.A., Turin, Italy) that has an overall accuracy
of ±0.063 mm, therefore allowing to obtain a sufficiently
reliable “reference measure”.
In other words, the 3D scanned data obtained with the
Romer scanner are considered the ground truth for testing the
SR300 device.
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Fig. 6. Artefacts proposed to measure the quality parameters inspired
by the VDI/VDE normative: (a) single sphere having diameter of 14 cm;
(b) ball-bar composed of two spheres with radius of 7 cm fixed at 39.2 cm
from one another; and (c) iron bar of dimensions 5x50 cm.
Fig. 7. Truncated pyramid delimitating the working volume boundaries.
The camera is mounted on a stable tripod in front at the
cuboid at 20 cm far from its smallest face. Not to leave any
blind area when choosing the reference working volume, for
close range 3D acquisitions evaluation, a truncated pyramid
having diagonal equal to 953 mm (see Fig. 7) has been
considered as the device actual working volume.
VDI/VDE-based tests have been repeated 4 times using five
different units of the SR300 devices to avoid the possibility
of testing a defective device. Since the maximum percent-
age difference, in absolute terms, between two couples of
parameters acquired using the devices is within 4%, tests
can be considered reliable. Moreover, to correctly measure
the normative-suggested parameters we discard points for
which the angle between acquisition direction and face normal
direction is larger than 75°.
1) Probing Error Evaluation: The first test consists of
evaluating the probing error both in terms of form and
size. Accordingly, the target sphere has been positioned,
in 10 sequential arbitrary locations (as indicated in the nor-
mative) within the working volume (see Figure 8a). The form
probing error (PFi ) is defined for each acquisition, as the range
of radial deviations of the measured spheres points and the
best-fit sphere:
PFi = Rimax − Rimin (2)
Fig. 8. (a) 3D recording of the single sphere captured in 10 arbitrary positions
homogeneously distributed within the working volume. (b) 3D points of the
ball-bar captured in 7 positions within the working volume (the same sphere
color corresponds to the same bar). (c) 3D points of the plane captured
in 6 positions within the working volume.
TABLE III
RESULTS OF THE PROBING ERROR TEST (SIZE AND FORM),
SPHERE-SPACING AND FLATNESS OBTAINED USING RAW DATA
AND DATA ACQUIRED WITH OPTIMIZED PARAMETERS
Where Rimax and Rimin are, respectively, the maximal and
minimal distance of the measured surface points of the i th
sphere from the centre of the compensating element (i.e. the
best-fit sphere).
The size probing error (PSi) describes for each acquisition,
the difference between the estimated diameter (Dmi ) and the
“true” diameter (Dc) of the sphere:
PSi = Dmi − Dc (3)
The estimated diameters are assessed through a best sphere fit
process, implemented by the least square method; the “true”
diameter, is defined as the one measured on the target spheres
using the Romer Absolute Arm 7520 SI/SE, i.e. is the diameter
of the ground truth.
From the above defined probing errors, testing form and size
of the 10 spheres (repeated 4 times as previously mentioned),
it is possible to evaluate the average value of both kind of
errors, namely: PF (average form error) and PS (average size
error). The absolute values of these errors are listed in Table III
(see second row).
2) Sphere-Spacing Error Evaluation: The sphere-spacing
error li is measured by using the balls-bar target. Such an
error is defined as the difference between the acquired distance
lmi and the “true” distance lk (i.e. the one measured with the
Romer Absolute Arm 7520 SI/SE) between the centres of the
two spheres.
li = lmi − lk (4)
The target sphere has been positioned, in 7 sequential arbitrary
locations (as indicated in the normative) within the working
volume (see Figure 8b).
In Table III the averaged value of sphere-spacing and
flatness errors are reported.
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3) Flatness Error Evaluation: The flatness (or planarity)
error (Fi ), is computed as the minimum distance between two
parallel planes comprising the i th scanned point cloud.
To measure this parameter, the plane has been sequen-
tially uniformly-placed, in arbitrary positions inspired by the
VDI/VDE normative, within the working volume as shown
in Figure 8c.
B. VDI/VDE-Based Performance Test Using Optimized Data
As mentioned in the introductory section, the main aim
of the present work is to assess the performance of the
SR300 device when this is used as a 3D scanner. Accordingly,
it is worth to repeat the VDI/VDE tests using optimized
parameters (as officially distributed in the Intel library [26]
for 3D scanning). The chosen parameters are the one provided
by the default filter option value that provides moderate
smoothing effect to balance between good sharpness level,
high accuracy and moderate noise artifacts. Overall results of
the repeated test are in Table III.
Results show that the available signal processing algorithms,
can greatly improve the overall accuracy of the system except
the sphere-spacing error, representing the traceability of the
experiment [11].
C. Systematic Errors
One of the most common systematic errors for the kind
of devices studied in this paper is the so called “distance
inhomogeneity” i.e. the set of possible errors coming out from
acquisitions at different distances from the sensor.
To study such systematic errors, the camera, set with opti-
mized parameters, is positioned parallel to a white planar wall
at different well-known distances to 1) acquire such plane with
the 3D device and 2) compare the acquired data with the planar
wall. The systematic distance measurement error evaluation
has been approached in literature [19], [21], [27] through
custom made set up by manually positioning the camera on
tripods “parallel” to a wall then moving the tripod.
In this study the perpendicular alignment with the optical
axis direction and the acquisition of the planar target (with
certified flatness of 3 μm) at increasing distances is per-
formed by mounting the device on a Coordinate Measuring
Machine (CMM) (Fig 9).
After securing the device to the CMM, the optical axis
direction was detected with the help of a marker placed on
the centre of the IR image, by assuring that during the vertical
translation of the camera the optical centre remains aligned
with the marker (see Fig 10).
The calibration of the optical axis of the camera has been
assessed by framing the planar surface of the CMM table and
verifying that the IR image centre (the superimposed white
cross) corresponds to the depth map centre.
The acquisition step was performed exploiting the ability of
the high precision machine to move arbitrarily along a single
axis, incrementing of 5 cm each step, relatively to the CMM
coordinate system. The systematic distance inhomogeneity
brings two main systematic error components increasing with
Fig. 9. The SR300 device mounted on the CMM on the left. The experimental
setup on the right.
Fig. 10. The calibration of the optical axis of the camera has been assessed
by framing the planar surface of the CMM table and verifying that the IR
image centre (the superimposed white cross) corresponds to the depth map
centre: (a) close distance (20 cm) and (b) far distance (40 cm).
the distance: the non-planarity and the depth offset, as sum-
marized in Figure 11.
We would like to remark that differently from [21] or [27] in
which the error is evaluated to be compensated, in this work
the aim is to merely characterize it in the selected working
field.
1) Systematic Non-Planarity Error Assessment: To decou-
ple the random error from the systematic one, two approaches
are described in literature. One foresees to get more acqui-
sitions for each chosen camera position and averaging them
[19]. The other, proposed by Guidi et al. [21], consists in
filtering out the random error (that it is supposed to occupy
the low frequencies) through a smoothing filter.
Inspired by the procedure proposed in [27], as already
mentioned in this work the systematic error is evaluated by
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Fig. 11. The systematic distance inhomogeneity brings two main systematic
error components increasing with the distance: the non-planarity and the depth
offset.
Fig. 12. Error map between the target white plane and the 10 point clouds
acquired using the SR300 device with increasing distance from the plane
itself.
relying on a precise ground truth to assess the planarity of the
reference i.e. by precisely vertically moving the device with
respect to the plane. In Figure 12 the flatness error for the
10 point clouds acquired by moving vertically the sensor is
depicted.
2) Systematic Depth Offset Assessment: As reported in [23]
the configuration of structured light system is “flexible” this
meaning that either a single camera (as in the case of
PrimeSense products and the Intel® F200 and SR300) or two
cameras (as in the case of the Intel® R200) can be used to
acquire the scene. However, all devices can be considered as
different members of the same family in the unified framework
proposed in [28] by which a system with a single camera and
an illuminator is equivalent to a system with two rectified
cameras and an illuminator.
As such, to determine the theoretical depth estimation
error of the SR300 camera we can consider a scenario
with two cameras with focal length f separated by dis-
tance b. Let d be the difference in x coordinates, called
disparity, of two corresponding pixels. The depth z of
the triangulated point is given by = b fd . The depth
error can be rewritten in terms of the disparity error εd
(when εd is small as the pixel size, the approximation
holds):
εz = bfd −
bf
d + εd =
z2εd
b f + zεd ≈
z2
b f · εd (5)
The final step is obtained by taking the first order Taylor series
approximation about εd ≈ 0.
Fig. 13. The depth sensor precision by varying the distance. A quadratic
relationship between the distance to the depth camera and the standard
deviation of depth values is found.
The experimental data shown in Fig. 13 confirms the
expected error model in which εz has a quadratic trend in
the z direction. The graph, showing how far off the camera
measurements are from the average distance, demonstrate
that the depth error values for increasing distances can be
approximated by a parabolic function with a high coefficient
of determination (R2 = 0.9962).
D. Error Assessment Removing the Boundary
Edges of the Acquired Data
Optical depth sensors acquisitions are often prone to a
borders degradation, depending on the underlying camera
technology; in fact, when the optical ray is tangent with respect
to the object to be measured, a little variation of a pixel on the
sensor leads to a considerable difference in the detected pixel
coordinates. For this reason, in proximity of an edge these
devices show strong deformations and cannot be considered
fully reliable. As such, and for the sake of completeness,
the performances of the camera after excluding the object
contours are here further investigated.
For this test, a polystyrene sphere having a diameter
of 18 mm, acquired at about 50 cm from the camera, is con-
sidered. Figure 14 shows the obtained results by considering
all data (left), and by removing 8% of the borders from the
acquisition (right).
Discarding the borders the span of radial distance decrease
remarkably: from 19 mm to 5.5 mm. However, such results
can be noticed on the PFi and Fi errors by considering not
only the error span of each acquisition, but also the averaged
mean and the corresponding standard deviation.
The systematic non-planarity error represented in
Figure 15 shows a constant behaviour of the scanner in
the central part of the field of view with a maximum
deviation from the best fit plane of ±4 mm.
Such an error obviously increases when considering the
whole scanned area (at a 650-mm distance), as shown
in Figure 15, presenting a maximum deviation of ±11 mm.
E. Multiple Views Performances
Even if a sub-millimetric precision can be offered by
high end laser scanner or photogrammetry techniques for
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Fig. 14. Example of radial distance computed between the captured sphere
and best-fitted sphere: (a) without deleting noisy boundaries and (b) after
boundary elimination.
Fig. 15. Error map between the target white plane and the 10 point clouds
acquired using the SR300 device with increasing distance from the plane
itself, using the whole framed area.
3D reconstruction of small objects, depth cameras used as
a multiple views 3D cameras, offer an excellent trade-off
between cost and scanning result. To assess the performances
of a realistic 3D mesh acquisition, multiple 3D views of
the same object to be measured have been generated by
positioning the sensor around it.
Finding inspiration by the VDI/VDE Part 3 guidelines on
Multiview acquisition - which recommends 5 devices placed
at a distance from one another such as to contain the working
volume introduced above - in the multiple views experiment,
we acquired 5 images for each object, rotating it with respect
to a stable camera, placed 0.40 m far from it.
The SR300 camera multi-views performances have been
surveyed over two meaningful objects: 1) a freeform smooth
object (0.20 m height and ∼0.07 m wide) and 2) a 3D Tangram
object (bounding box with dimensions 0.15 m height and
0.15 m wide). To obtain two reference models for assessing
the device performance, the Romer Absolute Arm 7520 SI/SE
has been used (see Figure 16).
The meshes, obtained using Geomagic® Studio software
package (3D Systems, Rock Hill, South Carolina, USA) start-
ing from the point cloud acquired with the SR300 camera, and
Fig. 16. (a) Test objects for multiple-view reconstruction: a freeform statue
and a 3D tangram; (b) reference 3D models for multiple-view reconstruction,
obtained starting from the Romer Absolute Arm acquisition (accuracy of +-
0.063 mm).
Fig. 17. 3D comparison between the statue ground truth and the
SR300 acquired data (mesh). Errors are in mm.
Fig. 18. 3D comparison between the tangram ground truth and the
SR300 acquired data (mesh). Errors are in mm.
the reference 3D model have been globally registered using the
ICP algorithm.
The Euclidean distances between them are shown
in Figures 17 and 18; to increase the quality of the mesh recon-
struction, 5% borders have been removed prior to perform the
alignment. The comparison between the ground truth and the
acquired data is limited to the target portion obtained with
the multiple-view acquisition; grey areas in Figures 17 and 18
are not, therefore, considered.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
According to experimental results, the SR300 close range
camera, when used as a 3D scanner, presents a signifi-
cant alteration of the captured real world 3D coordinates
when the whole scanning volume is considered. However,
its performances should be compared with the ones of other
RGB-D devices to understand if SR300 is in line with com-
petitor cameras. To this purpose, the results from the analyzed
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TABLE IV
COMPARISON BETWEEN SR300, PRIMESENSE CARMINE 1.09 AND
KINECT V2 IN TERMS OF VDI/VDE ERROR ASSESSMENT
device are compared with those from Primesense Carmine
1.09 and with the Kinect v2. In this work, such a comparison
is carried out with reference to the VDI/VDE standards.
Moreover, since a number of 3D scanners have been
characterized in literature by using the mentioned normative,
it is possible to partially compare the SR300 also with other
devices such as, for instance, Smartscan, DPI7 and Structure
Sensor. Finally, the multi-view acquisition performed using the
tested device is compared with analogous acquisitions carried
out by other researchers by using the Kinect v2.
A. VDI/VDE-Based Comparison
To provide a direct comparison SR300, Primesense Carmine
1.09 and the Kinect v2, the same experimental test setup
carried out as described in Sections III.A and III.B is repeated
for such competitors. Depth data, acquired with respectively
the OpenNI2 library [29] and the Libfreenect2 library [30],
are used for evaluating VDI/VDA-based parameters. Results
of this test are presented in Table IV where the SR300 with
filtered data (i.e. 3D scanning setting for the camera) are
used as the reference for comparing the performance. For
each of the parameters assessed using the VDI/VDE standard,
a parameter  is evaluated as the difference between any
normative-based error measured for the SR300 and the same
error measured for competitor cameras.
Referring to probing error PF , both Primesense Carmine
1.09 and SR300 present comparable results while Kinect v2
is characterized by an higher error. On the other hand,
considering the probing error PS is Kinect v2 that performs
analogously than the SR300 that, in any case, proves to be the
most effective in this test. Higher performance of SR300 is
even more evident when dealing with sphere-spacing error SS;
in fact, the SS is considerably higher for tested competitor
cameras. The performance in terms of flatness error F is
almost the same for the SR300 and Primesense Carmine 1.09.
Interestingly, the behaviour of Kinect v2 in all tests is quite
satisfying considering that this camera system is specifically
designed to work in medium to long range. Interestingly, the
sphere spacing error measured for SR300 using row data is
almost the same assessed using optimized settings. This may
be due to the fact that the moderate smoothing effect obtained
using the optimized setting does not have particular effect on
Fig. 19. Results of probing error (PS / PF) equivalent to VDI/VDE 2634,
part 2 as reported in [32, Fig. 3].
the position of spheres centrum when compared with the same
position evaluated using raw data.
To partially extend the comparison to other similar devices,
some results from scientific literature can be used. Referring
to probing errors, for instance, the SR300 performance can
be compared also to the ones provided in [31] and [32].
In both such contributions, authors evaluate the performance
of the sensors by testing more cameras of the same model.
In Figure 19 the probing errors (PS / PF) of several depth
cameras, evaluated in [32] are shown.
It has to be noticed that among the variety of devices
inspected in [32] the most relevant competitor for the
SR300 camera the Occipital® Structure Sensor device which
basically exploit analogous technology for 3D acquisition.
As demonstrated in Figure 19 the form error presents an
average value of 8.3 mm for the Intel® SR300 filtered data
and an average value of 13.93 for raw data, comparable to
the ∼10 mm average value measured using the Occipital®
sensor. The size error is 1.9 mm for the filtered data and
4.57 mm for the raw data, compared with ∼2.2 mm.
Referring to sphere spacing error, it is possible to see,
in Fig. 20, the deviations observed in [31] and referred to the
sphere spacing measurement using the Asus Xtion Pro camera
are reported. Such errors, spanning from -8 to 2 mm, are in
line with the SR300 performances providing (see Table IV)
an average SS error in the range 5-6 mm. Also flatness error
can be compared with the one provided in literature [32] and
referred to a number of devices (see Fig. 21).
The average performance of SR300 camera (with optimized
setting) in terms of flatness, listed in Tab. IV, is lower but
“comparable” to the performance of DPI7 3D scanners and
is considerably better than the one reported for the Struc-
ture Sensor device. Quite the reverse, referring to raw data,
SR300 performance is comparable only with the one assessed
in literature for the Structure Sensor.
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Fig. 20. Results of the deviations in the sphere spacing measurements of
the Asus Xtion Pro camera as reported in [31, Fig. 8].
Fig. 21. Results of flatness measurement BLUE – flatness measurement
error, ORANGE: standard deviation as reported in [30, Fig. 5].
B. Multi-Views-Based Comparison
The multi-views acquisition test for the full 3D recon-
struction proves (see Figs. 17-18) that the prismatic shape
(tangram 3D) is slightly better measured than the free form
shape (statue). The error range computed with the latter varies
more than the range of the tangram object.
For both the acquired objects the reconstruction results
appear to achieve a better precision with respect to the
Kinect 2 device tested in [19] for which the error range span
in an interval of 27 mm (as shown in [19, Fig 12b]) compared
to the worst case here presented (the free form statue) showing
a maximum error lower than 2.5 mm.
C. Concluding Remarks
Concluding, test addressed to the Intel® SR300 shows
that this device allows to acquire 3D scenes (i.e. to work
as a 3D scanner) with a performance comparable to most
competitor cameras, or even better when used as a close range
3D scanner, despite its miniaturized dimensions especially
when the camera settings are properly optimized.
To further demonstrate that the selected option is effective
for using the sensor as a 3D scanner, we measured sphere
spacing and probing errors also using all the available filters.
Results listed in Table V prove that in the close range the
default filter is the one that outperforms [33].
To reassume the results of our study, we can state that
despite the device is born for addressing applications such
as tracking, gaming or gesture recognition, it could also be
satisfactorily employed as a 3D scanner i.e. could be referred
as a low-cost device for a number of 3D scanning applications
TABLE V
RESULTS OF THE PROBING ERROR TEST (SIZE AND FORM),
SPHERE-SPACING USING DIFFERENT FILTERS
dealing, for instance, with health, fashion, fitness and Cultural
Heritage.
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